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It seems now that nearly every financial analyst and media source have joined us in our view that a near term
recession is a given. Once everyone agrees, the only questions that remain are; how soon will it begin and
how bad will it be?
How soon will it start?
My original projections, which we have discussed in meetings, were for a recession setting in during the early
months of 2020. However, due to some compelling economic data coming in over the last 90 days, I am now
calling for a recession beginning during the 4th quarter of this year or even late 3rd quarter.
Chart #1

As I predicted, the current tariff policies
being issued by the White House have not
produced what was hoped. A Trade War
is the wrong solution attacking the right
problem and every time they have been
tried in the past, the outcome is the
same. Every advantage retained through
a tariff has an opposing disadvantage
levied upon us through retaliatory tariffs.
Alone, this would leave us even, but that
is not the end of the story. The tariff and
counter tariff process always results in a
decrease in the total volume of global
trade. So while our tariff on Chinese
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electronics is equally offset by their tariff
on our wheat and soybeans, in the
background we buy less electronics and they buy less wheat and other countries decrease their trade with
both of us as well. In the end, when global trade shrinks, everyone is hurt. This is the outcome every time, so
it should not be a surprise that we are seeing it play out this way again. The decrease in trade has begun to
affect the economies of major nations and this is what has caused me to believe the recession is coming
sooner than I first thought.
Think about it for a moment. If demand for global trade shrinks, what areas of the economy would feel the
pain first? Yes, any of the leading indicator sectors like mining would be affected. But the biggest recipient of
the pain is usually manufacturing. Factories are churning out the goods they expect we will be buying 3 - 6
months from now so they tend to be a very good indicator of future direction. The data on manufacturing
from nearly every nation has slowed rapidly in the last few months and the larger the manufacturing economy
in a country the bigger the effect. Germany, a manufacturing powerhouse, not only moved from growth to
retraction in a single quarter, but it had one of the largest 90 day declines I have seen in my career and it was
centered around manufacturing activity. (See chart #1) Similar data has been seen out of Japan, Italy, and
lagging a couple of months behind, the United States has also seen our manufacturing numbers decline.

This morning, as I read the financial news, it became clear that recession and a market correction could be
even closer than my accelerated projections stated.
Graphic #1
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Early in my career I became aware of an indicator of market
corrections that is almost always correct, yet I have never heard
it being noticed by anyone else. In the final weeks prior to a
market correction, it is common for there to be a shift in the tone
of the public, mainstream journalists, and financial news sources.
This shift occurs from all sources almost simultaneously and is
what I call “Opposite Season”. This is a season where good
economic news is reported as bad and has a negative effect on
the stock market. Also during these times, bad news for the
economy is reported as
good and results in a
Financial Trivia
climbing stock market.
This is primarily due to a
Last quarter’s trivia question was
temporary focus on the
“Which stock has the highest
wrong things. Such as
percentage gain from its IPO
focusing on the FED
price in market history?”
cutting rates instead of
Although many of you guessed
what is good for the
Apple, even with a “Forest
economy. Today officially
Sources: WSJ.com, NBC.com, Business Insider,
Gump” reference, the correct
Seeking Alpha, Yahoo Finance, MarketWatch.com
marks day one of
answer was Coca-Cola. It was up
Opposite Season for the
1,062,200% from its IPO in 1919 –
2019 market as I was met with all of these headlines that were
100 years ago. Second place is
published this morning. (See graphic 1)
Amazon, up 61, 600% from its
These seasons are very short, usually only lasting from 1 to 6 weeks
and then a correction begins. Once the correction starts, all the same
players see a negative market and begin reporting good as good and
bad as bad again almost overnight. This means that by the time this
commentary makes its way through my legal and compliance
departments and is approved for distribution, the event may already
be upon us. But if not, it is most likely imminent within weeks.

IPO in 1997 – just 22 years ago!

So, the answer to “How soon will it start?” is “Any day now.”

Bonus Question: Which
year did it open and what
was the first stock traded?

“How bad will it get?”
This is a much more crucial question to answer and for this I have
good news. I am expecting, based on the foundational data, that this
recession and market correction are more likely to be short and mild.
After the gory 2000-2002 event and the 2008-2009 collapse, it would
be nice to have a more, run-of-the-mill recession. The financial data
coming in further solidifies my view that the market correction will
not last long many reasons including:

This quarter’s question:

Which currently active
stock exchange is the
oldest in the world?

E-mail your answers to Erin at
erin@fswealth.biz and we will
award a prize to the first correct
answer (Be honest, no “googling”
it!)

Household Debt Service: In order for a consumer to stimulate the economy, they must have low enough debt
service to income ratios to feel they can borrow for those big-ticket items. (See Chart #2) We are sitting today
with a 47-year low debt service level.
Webcasts
Chart #2
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Household Net Worth: U.S. families have paid down their debt,
saved more of their income, and generally acted responsibly
since 2008. The result is a very strong consumer population with
some money in the bank, ability to borrow, and a rapidly growing
net worth.
Corporate Cash: To continue to feed the growth engine, our
corporations must have reasonable regulations without being
crushed and enough cash to be able to move quickly on
opportunities as they arise. (See Chart #3) We have seen
regulations pull back significantly in the last 2 years and our
companies are still sitting on record levels of cash.
Chart #3

Our Quarterly Educational Webcasts
continue to be successful and we
have received a lot of great
feedback. With the changes in tax
laws recently, I have received several
requests to address how this will
affect RMD’s, specifically in regards
to Charitable Giving. Thus, this
Quarter we will be covering

“Claiming Your Charitable
Contributions Under the New
Tax Laws” with a special focus on
RMD’s.
Join us on:
th

July 30 , 2019 at 2:00pm MT
(1:00pm PT/3:00pm CT/
4:00pm ET)
If you have questions relating to this
topic, send them when you RSVP (or
just ask them directly on the
webcast).
To participate, just send an email to
Erin erin@fswealth.biz and a link will
be sent to you so you can join the
discussion.
If you have specific ideas of topics
you would like to know more about,
please e-mail us and we will be sure
to add the topic to the schedule.
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Low Interest Rates: Enough Said!

Date of Last Webcast of 2019:
October 29th, 2019
(2:00pm MT/1:00pm PT/3:00pm CT/
4:00pm ET)

Labor and wages: We must have a skilled labor force with enough
people to fill the jobs, but not so many that wages never grow.
We are now in the 14th month of a labor shortage which, if it continued for years would be a real problem.
But with 20 years of stagnant wages behind us, a multi-year shortage pushing incomes higher is not a bad
thing. Additionally, the U.S. Jobless Claims data is at a 50 year low (See Chart #4 on next page).

All of this positive data would normally fuel a bull
market, which has been happening the last two
years. Regardless, declines in demand from global
trade decreases and challenges in the foreign
markets are bringing on a near term recession. In
this environment I believe the strength of the
economic foundation will temper the recession
quite nicely, keeping it relatively short and shallow.
Then, before it gets too ugly, all of this free capital
should jump in to bid everything back up and to
new highs. I still expect a strong growth rate in the
U.S. economy for the next 12-14 years with a
pause here and there. This next pause may be a mild
one, but that will not be true of all of them.

Chart #4
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As one of our valued clients, I expect those two questions have brought a third query to your mind. Something
along the lines of "So, whatcha gonna do about it?" By now, you've most likely seen our trade
communications, but we have spent the last 6 weeks decreasing risk in our portfolios. We have been moving
from offense to defensive sectors and raising some cash in Dynamic strategies and we continue to look for
responsible places to harvest your gains and protect them for you through this next market swing. This will
also allow us to have some dry powder when things are on sale after a correction and we can pick things up
for you while they are inexpensive.
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